The Not Forgotten
Lisa and her company have retailed at many different boutiques
since 2006. These are some that she fondly remembers.
Israeli Book Shop Brookline, MA (December 2017).
Stocking 6 different colored origami dreidel earrings, this will
bring out some Jewish spirit!

Silver Broom Ministries: Sayville, NY (2012-2014).

Handworks Gallery of American Crafts: Acton, MA (20162017).

B’nai Israel: Oakdale, NY (2012-2014). A friendly
congregation, lead by the scholarly Rabbi Moss, B'nai Israel
has a lovely gift shop where origami crane healing earrings
and two cranes of remembrance sold. We miss you!

Magic Fingers: Worcester, MA (2016-2018).
Charles River Museum of Industry and Innovation:
Waltham, MA (2015-2017). In the gift shop is a display of our
earrings galore!

Curiosity: Sayville, NY (2011-2012). A nice vintage shop run
by a kind fellow welcomed the founder to the quaint Sayville
community, and gladly stocked some beautiful Rocky Arts
Unfolded products. Later, by recommendation, inventory was
moved into Silver Broom Ministries.

Concord Firefly: West Concord, MA (2014-2017).
The New York Art Connection: Holbrook, NY (2014-2015).
In a multi-cultural gallery directed by Khurshid Alam Saleem,
Rocky Arts Unfolded's owner presented a beautiful Solo
Origami Portrayals exhibition in April 2014. Since then our
organization has ongoing opportunities there.
Gourmet Pottery: Waltham, MA (2015). The place to find
unusually wonderful gifts.
Specialty Lotions & Potions: Bay Shore, NY (2011-2015).
Thank you!
The Sparrow Store: Orleans, MA (2014-2015). A nifty,
tourist destination shop in the cool vacation spot of beautiful
Cape Cod.
Artinian Jewelry: Concord, MA (2011-2014). With many
pairs of origami crane healing earrings bought wholesale, find
out if there are any left for you! Turns out, they all sold!
Art & Soul: Maynard, MA (2008-2014). A quaint boutique,
this store serves the local community with handcrafted goods.
We are thankful to store owner Kerry Hachey for our 7 year
relationship as a vendor partner.
Stars Above: Sayville, NY (2013). The late Stacey O'Connell
happily sold our origami crane healing earrings and bought a
lovely framed candle Giclée for her boutique. O'Connell and
her store will be fondly remembered.

ReSale, Inc: Concord, MA (2011). A wonderful shop, we
were acquainted before their grand opening and one pair of
earring did sell, but mutually we decided it was not quite the
right fit. We wish ReSale Inc well!
Cambridge Wear: Acton, MA (2010-2011). A high-end
clothing store, we consigned earrings to complement their
clothing for a time and with a success we thank them for that
test relationship.
Limited Editions: Newton Highlands, MA (2010).
Chelsea’s Cottage and Crafter’s Outlet: Plymouth, MA
(2009).
The Muses Window: Concord, MA (2008).
A Brighter Way Gallery: Brookline, MA (2007). Plucked
from the average crowd, the founder was chosen to be a
featured artist. She saw many happy customers at Cristina
Powell's gallery. Lisa proudly sold origami portrayal items
from large Giclées, post cards, earrings and crane ornaments,
to traditional origami models. Cristina is a genuine individual
and will always be a friend!
Gateway Arts Store: Brookline, MA (2006). In Spring 2006,
the founder went through the Gateway Arts program, and for
the first time was enabled to stock artistic creations in a
storefront. This led Rocky Arts Unfolded to where it is today!

